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Abstract
Water management is still a key challenge for optimal performance and durability of polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) fuel cells. Water levels along
the channel in a PEM fuel cell present important spatial variations that should
be taken into account to avoid both local flooding and local drying. In this
work, a decentralised model predictive control scheme is designed to maintain
the water activity on both anode and cathode sides of the PEM at appropriate
levels. The proposed strategy tackles the accumulation of liquid water on the
surface of the catalyst layers, and the possibility of local drying, by controlling
observed water activity spatial profiles. Classic PEM fuel cell issues like reactant starvation are also considered. High control performance is achieved. The
strategy is applied to a validated distributed parameter PEM fuel cell model.
Results show increased cell power density in comparison to non-spatial control
strategies.
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1. Introduction
In recent years, the PEM fuel cell technology has been incorporated to the
R&D plans of many key companies in the automotive, stationary power and
portable applications sectors [1, 2, 3]. However, despite recent developments,
5

the technology is not mature enough to be significantly introduced into the
energy market. Performance, durability and cost are the key challenges for
PEM fuel cells.
The operation of a PEM fuel cell is fundamentally linked to the presence of
water in the cell, therefore, water management is critical and one of the most
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widely studied issues in PEM fuel cell technology. Proper water management
requires meeting two conflicting needs: (i) adequate membrane and catalyst
layer hydration for high proton conductivity, and (ii) avoidance of excess water
in the catalyst layers, gas diffusion layers and gas flow channels within the
bipolar plates [4, 5]. Accumulation of condensed water inside the cell obstructs
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the flow of reactants through the gas channels and pores of the gas diffusion
layer, and can also block access to the reaction sites in the catalyst layer. In
the worst case scenario this condition leads to cell failure due to flooding.
Excess water blockages can instantly lead to reactant starvation and immediate drop in cell potential. Long cell exposure to fuel or oxidant starvation can
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cause severe degradation. It has been observed that, in the case of gross fuel
starvation, cell voltages can become negative, as the anode is elevated to positive potentials, and the carbon is consumed given the lack of fuel. This means
the anodic current will be provided by carbon corrosion to form carbon dioxide, which results in permanent damage to the anode catalyst layer. Similarly,
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during oxygen starvation the reaction at the cathode will produce hydrogen.
The presence of fuel and oxidant on the wrong side of the membrane will also
lead to reverse cell potential, carbon corrosion and subsequently to damaged
components [4, 5].
Poor water management can also lead to a shortage of water resulting in
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membrane dehydration. This condition, more likely to occur at the anode side,

2

causes higher membrane protonic resistances and consequently a drop in cell
voltage and overall cell power. Long-term operation of the membrane in a dried
state can also result in increased generation of radicals that enhance membrane
degradation [6, 7].
35

Water transport within a fuel cell has been studied through electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy analysis or neutron imaging techniques, which generate
important results and conclusions at cell research and development stages [8,
9, 10]. Some authors have covered the analysis of liquid water formation using
transparent flow field single cells for direct experimental visualisation [11]. In
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addition, analyses of the effectiveness of various gas diffusion layer materials to
remove water from the electrodes through the flow field have been published [12].
Another set of works focuses on improvement of flow field design to optimise
water removal actions, including interdigitated flow field design [13, 14]. Certain
techniques such as electro-osmotic pumping have also been considered [15].
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One of the most important research efforts in the PEM fuel cell field corresponds to the incorporation of advanced control strategies to ensure, according
to the power required, a proper dynamic response and operating conditions of
the fuel cell that maximise efficiency and durability. Approaches available in
the literature include linear and nonlinear controllers. Considerable progress has
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been made in order to avoid starvation and overheating of the fuel cell, regulate
power output and manage temperature control [16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23].
In the area of water management control, manipulation of the operating
conditions is a very common strategy to mitigate flooding. These approaches
include: increasing cathode gas flow rate well above stoichiometric levels to re-
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move water through evaporation and advection [24, 25, 13], flushing the cathode
periodically with momentarily high air flow rate (blowdown) [26, 13], increasing
gas temperature [27], creating a coolant temperature gradient [28], and employing reactant gas counter-flow operation [29]. This class of strategies often cause
significant parasitic losses, thermal stress and reduced system efficiency.
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Several authors have demonstrated that variations in the concentrations of
hydrogen, oxygen and water, as well as temperature and many other variables,
3

have significant effects on the performance and durability of PEM fuel cells.
These variables exhibit internal spatial dependence in the direction of the fuel
and oxygen streams of the anode and cathode. Highly non-uniform spatial
65

distributions in PEM fuel cells result in local over-heating, cell flooding, accelerated ageing, and lower power output than expected [30, 31]. Model-based
control strategies are normally considered to account for the internal behaviour
of a PEM fuel cell [32], particularly in cases where direct measurements are not
available. A distributed parameter model is necessary to analyse spatial profiles.
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Despite several authors having demonstrated the importance of spatial variations of certain variables in PEM fuel cells, not many works available in the
literature target the control of spatial profiles. Most model-based control designs
use lumped-parameter models due to their simplicity and convenience for controller performance [16, 17, 18, 19]. Regarding the task of PEM fuel cell water
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management, model-based control strategy proposals available in the literature
focus mainly on the cooling and humidification systems. The temperature of
the cell and the amount of external humidification, if any, are the preferred
parameters to control liquid water formation in the fuel cell [33, 34, 35, 36]. In
general, these controllers rely on external measurable cell variables such as gas
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inlet and outlet relative humidity, cell temperature and cell current, neglecting
internal humidification spatial profiles.
There are very few works that can be found in the literature regarding distributed parameter model-based control. Methekar et al. presented a dynamic
analysis and linear control strategies for proton exchange membrane fuel cell
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using a distributed parameter model [37]. In this case, a linear ratio control
strategy and a multi-input multi-output control strategy were presented. The
control objectives were the average power density and the temperature of the
solid. This work showed that, by choosing the proper manipulated variables, the
PEM fuel cell did not exhibit sign change in gain and hence could be controlled
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by a linear controller. Both control strategies were able to deal with oxygen
starvation. However, the control targets still did not exploit the capabilities
of the model. Likewise, Chen et al. developed a 1D model that captures the
4

behaviour of water transport through the membrane [38]. In this work, water
management control strategies were proposed considering a few model param95

eters, such as humidification coefficients, without considering spatial behaviour
of water through the membrane as a controlled variable. Other control-oriented
distributed parameter model proposals are available in the literature [39, 40].
Such models, however, have not been exploited within a control scheme or their
computational complexity has not been analysed.
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In recent years, a few studies on nonlinear control of PEM fuel cells have been
conducted. Nonlinear controllers present several advantages for fuel cell systems,
given the intrinsic nonlinearities of the system under study. Moreover, this
kind of controller can guarantee stability of the closed-loop system over a wide
range of operation conditions. Strategies such as nonlinear model predictive
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control, sliding mode control and passivity based control have been applied to
fuel cell systems. Very few of these strategies have been designed for distributed
parameter models due to increased controller complexity.
A sliding mode controller for the air supply system of a PEM fuel cell was
developed by Garcia-Gabin et al. [41] on a medium size PEM fuel cell showing
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successful performance. The objective required a fast response of the control
scheme in order to avoid oxygen starvation during load changes and this controller showed the ability to deal with load changes rapidly for all the operation
range. The sliding mode structure gives the possibility of swiftly tracking different loads without increasing the computational effort.
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Mangold et al. [42] published a contribution in the field of distributed parameter control. In this work a passive controller was presented that was able to
keep the water content and the temperature of a PEM fuel cell on constant levels under changes of the electrical load. The controller was tested in simulations
and compared with conventional linear control approaches such as a linear LQ
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optimal controller that was developed for comparison purposes. This controller
was shown to be able to handle fast load changes. However, the control target
was not clearly established to target PEM fuel cell challenges like flooding or
proper membrane humidification.
5

The aim of this research paper is to implement and demonstrate a model125

based control strategy that takes into account spatial profiles of internal cell
variables by using an order-reduced distributed parameter model as a reference
model. This reference model is linear with adaptive features. This condition
allows the strategy to be stable in a desired range of operation whilst maintaining
the reduced computational complexity of a linear model. This is an important
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advantage of the proposed control strategy over nonlinear approaches.
There is a trade-off between model computational complexity and model
accuracy in the field of model-based control. As previously stated, using a
distributed parameter model as reference model can lead to a high level of
complexity in the controller. Therefore, the approach in this work is to design
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and implement a control strategy that achieves a balance between mentioned
reference model conditions. This is accomplished with model order reduction
techniques, which preserve input-output behaviour of the original full order
validated model according to selected control targets. Such techniques aid in
the derivation of simplified distributed parameter models that properly represent
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certain desired variables from spatial profiles. Moreover, the control strategy
is applied to a validated full order non-linear distributed parameter model of a
single PEM fuel cell, previously published in Sarmiento-Carnevali et al. [43].
Throughout the following sections, a decentralised water activity control
strategy based on two distributed parameter model predictive controllers is de-
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signed and implemented. One of the controllers focuses on the anode side and
the other focuses on the cathode side. The aim of the strategy is to monitor
and control observed water spatial profiles on both sides of the membrane to
appropriate levels. These target values are carefully chosen to combine proper
membrane, catalyst layer and gas diffusion layer humidification, whilst the rate
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of accumulation of excess liquid water is reduced. The key objective of this
approach is to decrease the frequency of water removal actions that cause disruption in the power supplied by the cell, increased parasitic losses and reduction
of cell efficiency [5]. A variation of the water activity control strategy, which includes the control of spatial distribution of reactants in the fuel and air channels,
6
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is also presented and analysed.
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 introduces the PEM fuel cell
model used. Section 3 describes in detail the proposed decentralised control
scheme. Section 4 presents variations of the control strategy design that lead to
improved approaches. Section 5 shows control results for different variables in
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challenging test scenarios for water management. In this section, the proposed
spatial control scheme is compared to a traditional feed-forward inlet gas humidification strategy. The different variations of the control strategy are also
analysed. Finally, Section 6 presents concluding remarks and on-going work.

2. Distributed parameter PEM fuel cell model
165

The system model under study is a single-channel single PEM fuel cell that
consists of gas channels, gas diffusion layers, catalytic electrodes, the polymer
electrolyte membrane and a liquid cooling system (end plates).
The phenomena inside the MEA that is modelled includes: gas diffusion
through porous media, electrochemistry reactions, proton transport through
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proton-conductive polymer membrane, water transport through polymer membrane, including both electro-osmotic drag and back diffusion, electron conduction through electrically conductive cell components and thermal transport.
Outside the MEA, the phenomena is described by models of mass and thermal
transport. The single-channel model is considered a fine representation of an
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entire cell with several channels given the periodicity of the process. This model
is built upon the following assumptions:
• Fluid in gas channels and in the gas diffusion layers behaves like an ideal
gas.
• Gas channels possess storage capacity for mass and energy.
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• No storage capacity for mass is considered for the gas diffusion layers and
the catalyst layers.
• Pressure at the outlet of the gas channels is equal to ambient pressure.
7

• Liquid water formation in the catalyst layers is modelled through an empirical logic that estimates water coverage on the electrochemical surface
185

area. This feature of the model is also used to consider mass transport
losses due to liquid water formation.
• Electrical conductivity of the membrane depends on its water content. It
is calculated using an empirical relation reported in [44].
• The MEA components, i. e. membrane, catalyst layers and gas diffusion
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layers, are on the same temperature level T .
• There are no gradients of electrical potential in the electrodes.
• The ohmic resistance of the cell is caused by the membrane.
• Activation losses are considered. Fuel and electrons crossover losses and
concentration losses are neglected. However, the cell model will be oper-
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ated in the ohmic region of the polarisation curve.
Figure 1 shows the structure of the cell under analysis. The model is nonlinear with dimension 1 + 1D, which considers transport through the MEA as a
series of lumped parameter models, i.e. one single volume for each layer of the
cell in the y-direction, coupled to 1D models in the direction of the gas flows, i.e.
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spatial gradients in the z-direction of each layer of the cell. The 1D direction
has been discretised in n segments using the central finite differences approach.
The variables of interest are also shown in the scheme.
This research work focuses on a single PEM fuel cell model because its simplicity facilitates the analysis and control of spatial variations of temperature,
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reactants concentration, water activity in the catalyst layers and gas diffusion
layer or water content in the membrane, which are important variables related
to fuel cell water management and corresponding degradation mechanisms.
Being spatial variations the focus of this research work, it was considered
appropriate to develop a model that would clearly show the behaviour of these
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variables in one cell. This approach would allow the demonstration of feasibility,

8
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Figure 1: PEM fuel cell model scheme

reliability and performance of the proposed control strategy over spatial profiles
as controlled variables.
Relevant discretised model equations for the different cell layers used in the
control design stage are presented in the following sections. This distributed
215

parameter model was designed, implemented and validated during a previous
phase of this work. Extended model details can be found in [43]. Refer to Table
1 for nomenclature.
2.1. Gas channels
The mass balances for the anode and cathode gas channels are
dcji,k
dt
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=−

j
vkj cji,k − vk−1
cji,k−1

∆z

−

ṅji,k
δj

,

(1)

where cji,k are the concentrations of the different gas species. The transient term
on the left side represents accumulation of mass with time and the terms on the
9

Table 1: Nomenclature
Roman letters
Symbol

Description

c

Concentration, [mol m-3 ]

C

Volumetric capacitance, [C V−1 m−3 ]

CCSA

Channel cross-section area, [m2 ]

ef f
Di,ks

diffusion coefficient, [m2 s−1 ]

DW

Self-diffusion coefficient of water in the membrane, [m2 s−1 ]

ECSA

Electrode active area, [m2 ]

I

Electrical current, [A]

i

Current density, [A m-2 ]

L

Length, [m]

ṅ

Molar flux density, [mol m-2 s-1 ]

P

Electrical power, [W]

p

Pressure, [Pa]

r

Reaction rate, [mol m-2 s-1 ]

t

Time, [s]

tW

Transport number of water in the membrane

T

Temperature, [K]

U

Voltage, [V]

v

Flow velocity, [m s-1 ]

x

Space coordinate, [m]

y

Space coordinate, [m]

z

Space coordinate, [m]
Greek letters

δ

Thickness of layer in y-direction, [m]

κ

Electrical conductivity of the membrane, [Ω−1 m-1 ]

Λ

Water content

µ

Electrochemical potential, [J mol-1 ]

ξ

Mole fraction

ρ

Density, [Kg m-3 ]

Φ

Electrical potential, [V]

A

Anode

C

Cathode

j

Indicates A or C

M

Membrane

Superscripts

Subscripts
i

Gas species

in

Inlet flux

k

Mesh segment
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right side of the equation represent the change in mass flow due to convective
transport in both z and y directions. The superscript j is used to denote anode
side (A) or cathode side (C). The subscript i indicates the species index. On
225

anode side, it can be either H2 or H2 O. On the cathode side, i can be either O2 ,
N2 or H2 O. Gas channel thickness in y-direction is δ j , ṅji denote molar flow
densities between gas channels and gas diffusion layers. Molar flow densities
are assumed positive towards the membrane. Subscript k = 1, 2 . . . n − 1, n
accounts for segment number. Notice molar mass is used instead of mass. The
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corresponding boundary equations are
v j cji |0,t = ṅji,in ,

(2)

where ṅji,in denote inlet molar flow densities (inlet flow divided by cross-sectional
area - CCSA of the gas channels).
Following model assumptions, ideal gas law is used to calculate flow pressure in the gas channels, and this equation also relates pressure with total gas
235

concentration
pjk = RTkj

X

cji,k .

(3)

i

The corresponding boundary condition, considering pressure at the outlet of the
gas channels is equal to ambient pressure, is

pj (Lz , t) = pamb .

(4)

Considering a set of assumptions, such as neglecting the acceleration terms,
the Navier-Stokes equation can be simplified into a pressure drop relation [45].
240

This is how the flow velocity is calculated in the gas channels
vkj = −K j

pjk+1 − pjk
.
∆z

11

(5)

2.2. Molar flux densities from the gas channels to the catalyst layers
Due to model assumptions, hydrogen mass flow from the anode gas channel
to catalyst layer is identical to the amount of hydrogen consumed in the anodic
reaction H2 → 2H+ + 2e− :
A
ṅA
H2 ,k = rk ,
245

(6)

where rA is the rate of the anodic reaction given by the Butler-Volmer equation
(detailed in [43]).
The water flow from or to the anode gas channel through the gas diffusion
layer depends on membrane water transport

M
ṅA
H2 O,k = ṅH2 O,k .

(7)

The oxygen transported from the cathode gas channel is completely con250

sumed in the cathodic reaction O2 + 4e− + 4H+ → 2H2 O,
ṅC
O2 ,k =

1 C
r ,
2 k

(8)

where rC is the rate of the cathodic reaction given by the Butler-Volmer equation
(detailed in [43]).
Nitrogen flow is zero, since nitrogen is not a reactant and cannot permeate
through the membrane,

ṅC
N2 ,k = 0.
255

(9)

Water flow from the cathode is given by the cathode catalyst layer water
mass balance,
1 C
M
ṅC
H2 O,k = −ṅH2 O,k − rk ,
2

(10)

where ṅM
H2 O,k accounts for drag and back diffusion. Generated water from the
electrochemical reaction is represented by the second term on the right side of
the equation.
12
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2.3. Water activity in the catalyst layers
The water vapour activity (or water activity) on each side of the membrane
is calculated from water partial pressure divided by corresponding saturation
pressure according to cell temperature
ajH2 O,k =

Cj
pjk ξH
2 O,k

psat

,

(11)

Cj
where ξH
is the mole fraction of water in the catalyst layer obtained from
2 O,k
265

Stefan-Maxwell equations for the gas diffusion layer presented in [43].
Water activity values higher than one indicate condensation on the catalyst
layers. In this model, liquid water coverage is approximated by flagging up the
presence of condensation when the average of the water activity spatial profile
C
in the anode (aA
H2 O,avrg ) or cathode (aH2 O,avrg ) catalyst layer reaches the value
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one. The water film coverage on each side of the membrane is assumed to
decrease reactant access to the electrochemical surface area (ECSA), according
to estimated steady-state water coverage ratios in the gas diffusion layers from
experimental results reported in [46]. This is a very simple empirical logic
developed in this model to account for the effects of accumulated liquid water
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in the fuel cell, in order to visualise the benefits of control strategies proposed
in Section 3. Table 2 shows this empirical function in detail.
In this logic a 5 cm2 -active area single PEM fuel cell example is considered.
The ratios of water film coverage at steady-state current values include the effect
of water removal by the gas flow rates, therefore ECSA reduction due to water
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coverage is greater at lower cell current levels. The accumulation time value is
5 seconds, which is representative of rapid duty cycle changes in the operation
of the cell, with steady-state behaviour towards the end of the 5-second slot.
Active area recovery after a water removal action is not modelled since the focus
is on the accumulation rate before such action.
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Notice that this logic is a simple, yet feasible, method to approximate the
amount of reduction in cell performance (cell current) due to the presence of
water in the cell backing layers for a given current level. It is not intended to

13

Table 2: ECSA approximation function
For both anode and cathode catalyst layers (j = A, C):
Set ECSA theoretical value on anode and cathode to 5 cm2 ,
Set accumulation timer tj to zero,
While simulation is running, increment tj by 1 every second and do:
If ajH2 O,avrg 6 1
Reset tj ,
else if ajH2 O,avrg > 1 and tj > 5 s
If I > 0.5 A cm-2
Reduce ECSA by 1% if anode and 0.01% if cathode,
Reset tj ,
else if I > 0.2 A cm-2
Reduce ECSA by 2% if anode and 0.05% if cathode,
Reset tj ,
else
Reduce ECSA by 4% if anode and 1% if cathode,
Reset tj ,
end
end

accurately model the two-phase flow with this logic, but to establish a common
indicator for the performance of different control strategies.
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2.4. Polymer electrolyte membrane
Water contents at membrane boundaries to the anode side ΛAM and cathode
side ΛCM depend on the water activity in the catalyst layers. Calculation is
given by sorption isotherms (80◦ C)

2
3
A
ΛAM
= 0.3 + 12.5 aA
+ 14.1 aA
,
k
H2 O,k − 16 aH2 O,k
H2 O,k

(12)


2
3
C
ΛCM
= 0.3 + 12.5 aC
+ 14.1 aC
.
k
H2 O,k − 16 aH2 O,k
H2 O,k

(13)

Two different methods of water transport in the membrane are considered,
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electro-osmotic drag and back diffusion. Electro-osmotic drag is flux of water

14

molecules transferred from anode to cathode by protons moving through the
membrane. The number of water molecules attached to each proton is defined
as
f
tW (Λk ) = tCoef
W

Λk
,
22

(14)

f
where tCoef
is the electroosmotic drag coefficient (usually between 2.5 ± 0.2),
W
300

and Λ is membrane mean water content (which ranges from 0 to 22 water
molecules per sulfonate group). The water drag flux from the anode to the
cathode is:
ṅdrag
H2 O,k = tW (Λk )

iM
k
,
F

(15)

where iM
k is current density of the fuel cell in segment k.
Some water generated on the cathode catalyst layer travels back through the
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membrane. This is known as “back diffusion”, and it usually occurs because
the amount of water at the cathode is many times greater than at the anode,
resulting in a large concentration gradient across the membrane. The water
back diffusion flux can be determined by

ṅback
H2 O = −

dΛk
ρdry
Dw (Λk )
,
Mmem
dy

(16)

where Dw is the diffusion coefficient expressed as an empirical function of mem310

brane water content for a Nafion 117 membrane [44], ρdry is the membrane dry
density and Mmem is its molecular mass. Considering model assumptions, the
variation of membrane water content is estimated from equations (12) and (13)
as
dΛ
ΛA − ΛC
=− k M k ,
dy
δ
where δ M is the thickness of the membrane.

15

(17)
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2.4.1. Net water transport through the membrane
The total amount of water flow in the membrane is a combination of the
electro-osmotic drag and back diffusion, defined by
drag
back
ṅM
H2 O = ṅH2 O − ṅH2 O .

(18)

2.4.2. Conservation of charge
Current transport is described by governing equations for conservation of
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charge [47]. Charge balances at the anode and cathode double layers are
d∆ΦA
A
k
= iM
k − 2F rk ,
dt

(19)

d∆ΦC
C
= −iM
k + 2F rk ,
dt

(20)

C A δ CA

C C δ CC

where δ Cj represents the thickness of the catalyst layers, rA and rC are the
rates of the anode and cathode electrochemical reactions [43].
2.4.3. Potential drop in the membrane
Since the total cell voltage (U ) is fixed, the potential drop in the membrane
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follows from

U (t) = ∆ΦC (z, t) − ∆ΦM (z, t) − ∆ΦA (z, t) .

(21)

In this relation, activation polarisation losses (energy activation barrier) and
ohmic losses (potential drop in the membrane) are considered.
2.4.4. Electrical current density
The proton flux through the membrane is driven by gradients of chemical
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potentials introduced in [43],

ṅH+,k = −

κ (Λk )
tW (Λk ) κ (Λk )
5 µH+,k −
5 µH2 O,k ,
F2
F2

16

(22)

where κ (Λk ) is the membrane protonic conductivity as a function of membrane
water content Λ [44] in segment k. Electrical current density through the membrane is then related to proton flux by

iM
k = F ṅH+,k ,

(23)

in order to quantify the electrical charge.
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2.5. Cell current
In actual fuel cell operation, a small number of electrons (relative to the
number of protons) is conducted across the membrane, before combining with
the protons at the cathode catalyst layer. However, such loss is neglected in
this model given the considered fuel cell current range of operation. Therefore,
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the total cell current is calculated by integrating the membrane current density
along the z-direction,

I (t) = Lx

10
X

!
iM
k

Lz ,

(24)

k=1

where Lx and Lz are the depth and length of the membrane respectively. Theoretical ECSA is given by Lx xLz . In this model, a logic was developed to account
for liquid water coverage effects, therefore, the actual cell current density is given
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by

I (t) = ECSAapp (Lx Lz )

10
X

!
iM
k

,

(25)

k=1

where ECSAapp is the proportion of active area not covered by accumulated
liquid water.
2.6. Model implementation and validation
The set of discretised model equations was implemented and numerically
350

solved with MATLAB Simulink using the ODE15s solver for stiff systems and
differential-algebraic equations (DAEs). The model is non-linear with 110 states
(ODEs) and 310 algebraic variables. A ten-segment mesh was sufficient to
17

illustrate smooth spatial profiles and highlight the control challenge. Initial
values for each state are determined by a set of initial conditions obtained from
355

the steady-state behaviour of an experimental single PEM fuel cell from Pragma
Industries. This cell is available in the fuel cell laboratory of the Robotics
and Industrial Informatics Institute, Barcelona, Spain. This is a joint research
facility sponsored by the Polytechnic University of Catalonia and the National
Spanish Research Council.
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The distributed parameter single cell model developed in this chapter has
been validated using two approaches. A classic lumped-parameter fuel cell
model quantitative validation approach is presented in this section. In this
case, physical and empirical parameters of the model were adjusted to meet the
specifications of the Pragma fuel cell. In this study, overall cell temperature
is controlled to a constant value of 70◦ C. It is assumed that the temperature
of the gas channels will converge to the same temperature level of the MEA
components.
1
Experimental Polarisation Curve
Distributed Parameter Model Polarisation curve
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Figure 2: Quantitative validation study - Experimental polarisation curve vs. Model polarisation curve

Notice that the polarisation curve for the model only covers the valid range of
operation according to assumptions established. Comparing both polarisation

18
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curves within the range of operation valid for the model, the average absolute
current error is 0.053 A. The results indicate that the distributed parameter
model gives a good representation of the experimental single PEM fuel cell
across a range of steady-state operating points. The accuracy of the model
validates mass and energy balances, as well as the cell voltage model.
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Validation of spatial profiles within the PEM fuel cell is a very challenging
task, due to the lack of sensors to measure such profiles, or if available, the cost
and complexity that these sensors add up to the system. Several authors have
analysed internal cell behaviour through electrochemical impedance analysis or
imaging techniques, which generate important results and conclusions at cell
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research and development stages [8]. In this work, the second approach used
to validate the model consists of a qualitative analysis of the internal spatial
profiles of the fuel cell. This approach was presented in Sarmiento-Carnevali et
al. [43], a work dedicated to analyse transient and steady-state behaviour of
internal variables along the z-direction of the cell.
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3. Decentralised distributed parameter model predictive control of
water activity
Figure 3 depicts the proposed control scheme. The system to be controlled
is the single PEM fuel cell inside the dashed box, represented by the non-linear
distributed parameter model described in Section 2. There are 6 inputs to the
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cell: the voltage U , according to a certain duty cycle, the cooling temperature
input that is assumed to be taken care of by a dedicated temperature control
loop outside the scope of this control scheme, the hydrogen inlet flux ṅA
H2 ,in
and the anode water inlet flux ṅA
H2 O,in , which are manipulated variables of the
anode MPC, the oxygen/nitrogen inlet flux ṅC
air,in and the cathode water inlet
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flux ṅC
H2 O,in , which are manipulated variables of the cathode MPC.
The model measured outputs are the cell current I and temperature T . The
observed outputs are the water activity profiles on the catalyst layers of the
C
anode aA
H2 O,k and the cathode aH2 O,k . These are the controlled variables. The

19

A
C
C
gas fluxes through the cell are also estimated: ṅA
H2 ,k , ṅH2 O,k , ṅair,k and ṅH2 O,k ,
400

as these profiles are required by the MPC controllers.
The overall control targets of the strategy are (1) to supply the required inlet gas flow according to defined system stoichiometry, (2) to reduce the rate of
accumulation of liquid water on the catalyst and other backing layers and (3) to
prevent local drying on the membrane or catalyst layers of the anode and cath-
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ode, in order to ensure proper membrane protonic conductivity and adequate
conditions for the electrochemical reactions to occur. The following sub-sections
describe the design and implementation process of this control scheme.
3.1. Design of model predictive controllers
Model predictive control (MPC) is part of the family of the optimisation-
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based control methods that use on-line optimisation for computation of future
control steps. Using a reference model of the plant to be controlled, the optimiser predicts the effect of past inputs on future outputs. The number of
predicted output steps is called the prediction horizon. The overall objective of
this process is to compute a sequence of future control moves that minimises
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a certain cost function, which includes penalties on the trajectory of predicted
tracking error. The number of steps in the sequence of future control moves is
the control horizon. Once estimated, the first step of the sequence is applied
and the entire optimisation is repeated from the next step onwards. The size
of the steps is known as sampling time of the controller. Output feedback is
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used to ensure convergence of the controller and to account for potential reference model inaccuracies. The optimisation can be constrained or unconstrained
according to the characteristics of the plant to be controlled and the hardware
requirements of the manipulated variables. The use of MPC in this work, being
a classic model-based approach, allows the consideration of spatial variations

425

of water activity by using distributed parameter models as reference models.
Extended details on the MPC control approach can be found in [48].
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Figure 3: Decentralised distributed parameter model predictive control of water activity
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3.1.1. Anode and cathode reference models
The first step in designing the MPC controllers for the current scheme is
to define the reference models. Non-linear sub-models for the anode layers
430

and cathode layers are derived from the non-linear model introduced in Section 2. The sub-models are represented by corresponding equations (1-5) and
(11). Both models consider ordinary differential equations (ODE) and algebraic equations. Differential algebraic equations (DAE) systems resulting from
discretisation of distributed parameter models normally have a large number
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of equations as appreciated in Section 2. In this study, 10 mesh segments are
considered along the z-direction.
It is common practice to neglect spatial variations and consider simplified
lumped-parameter models as reference models in control applications, in order
to achieve a trade-off between accuracy of the model and computational com-
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plexity. However, in this work the spatial profile behaviour is the focus of the
control strategy, therefore order-reduced models are used as simplified reference
models of the anode and cathode. Corresponding model variables (before order
reduction) are:
Anode sub-model.

445

A
• States (x1 vector): cA
H2 ,k and cH2 O,k (k = 1..10),
A
• Algebraic variables (x2 vector): pA
k and vk (k = 1..10),
A
• Inputs (u vector): hydrogen inlet flux ṅA
H2 ,in and water inlet flux ṅH2 O,in ,
A
A
• Outputs (y vector): water activity in segments aA
H2 O,1 , aH2 O,6 , aH2 O,10

and average water activity level aA
H2 O,avrg of the profile along the z450

direction.
Cathode sub-model.
C
C
• States (x1 vector): cC
O2 ,k , cN2 ,k and cH2 O,k (k = 1..10),
C
• Algebraic variables (x2 vector): pC
k and vk (k = 1..10),
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C
• Inputs (u vector): air inlet flux ṅC
O2 ,in , ṅN2 ,in and the cathode water inlet
455

flux ṅC
H2 O,in ,
C
C
• Outputs (y vector): water activity in segments aC
H2 O,1 , aH2 O,6 , aH2 O,10

and average water activity level aC
H2 O,avrg of the profile along the zdirection.
The outputs are defined as key values of the water activity profiles of the
460

anode and cathode catalyst layer, i.e. the water activity in the first, middle
and last mesh segments. Results shown in Section 5 indicate that these three
outputs provide enough information to monitor and control the overall water
activity profiles. Each DAE system has the form
F1 (ẋ1 , x1 , x2 , u) = 0,
F2 (x1 , x2 , u) = 0,

(26)

y − h (x1 , x2 , u) = 0,
where x1 ∈ Rd is the state vector, x2 ∈ Ra is the vector of algebraic variables,
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u ∈ Rr is inputs vector, and y ∈ Rq is the outputs vector. In addition, the DAE
model has an underlying ODE description,
ẋ1 = L (x1 , x2 , u) ,

(27)

x2 = R (x1 , u) ,
therefore, it follows that
ẋ1 = L (x1 , R (x1 , u) , u) ,

(28)

y = h (x1 , R (x1 , u) , u) .
After both sub-models are completely defined, balanced truncation is used to
reduce their order [49]. This method requires linearising around an equilibrium
470

point of interest, computing the corresponding controllability and observability
functions, and finding an appropriate model realisation that reveals which states
of the original system can be truncated without considerably affecting the original input-output behaviour. Detailed information of the balanced truncation
23

technique can be found in [50]. The resulting reference models of the anode and
475

cathode are linear time-invariant models of the form
z˙a = Ared za + Bred u,

(29)

y = Cred za ,
where za ∈ Rk is the state vector, u ∈ Rr are the control inputs and y ∈ Rq are
the outputs. Note that the new set za of states has no physical meaning since
it is a linear combination of the full order set of states. The inputs and outputs
remain the same and, ideally, the internal dynamics of the reduced order model
480

preserves the input-output relation of the original DAE.
Parameter-dependent reference models. A variation of the balanced truncation
technique is also used in this work to increase the accuracy of the linear reference
models. The result of this technique is an order-reduced model that incorporates
the effects of changes in important external variables. Applying this method, the
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modified reference models consider a parameter m that accounts for temperature
deviations from the equilibrium operating point used in the linearisation step.
This parameter is considered as a measured disturbance to the MPC controllers,
z˙a = Ared (m) za + Bred (m) u,

(30)

y = Cred (m) za .
Details of this strategy are presented in [51]. The procedure is similar to
the sequence of steps followed to obtain the model (29). Figure 4 depicts the
490

results of two options of reference model for anode and cathode. The anode
full order nonlinear model has 20 states and the cathode full order nonlinear
model has 30 states. For anode and cathode, both kinds of reference models
are designed around an equilibrium point of 70◦ C. At time = 15 s, a step
change in temperature from 70◦ C to 80◦ C is considered to test the accuracy
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of the different reference models. Simulations are in open loop. During the
first 15 seconds both models show low to zero error in the approximation of
the original nonlinear model. After the step change, the parameter-dependent

24

reference model clearly registers the change in temperature an remains accurate,
as temperature deviations from the design setpoint 70◦ C are taken into account
500

(m = 10◦ C). The reference model obtained through classic balance truncation
techniques presents a certain offset, as expected, even though it is designed
to have a higher order to cope with temperature variations. However, this
reference model has less complexity and this benefit will be analysed in the

O,avrg
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Figure 4: Outputs of reference models obtained with different order-reduction techniques
vs. corresponding nonlinear fuel cell model outputs. Comparative under a temperature step
change.
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3.1.2. The MPC optimisation problem
Once the reference model is established, the next step in the design of an
MPC controller is to define the cost function and corresponding constraints.
The objective function for the MPC controller is the minimisation of the sum of
squared errors between the desired setpoint and the actual trajectory of system
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output, with an additional penalty imposed on rapid changes in the manipulated
variables,
Z

th


W (y (u, t) − yset (t))

f (u) =
0

2

X
i

25


Si

∂ui
∂t

2 
dt.

(31)

The weight functions, W and S, are used to increase the importance of
specific control objectives. The function is discretised over time, obtaining the
following algebraic relation
T

f (u) = (y (u) − yset ) W (y (u) − yset ) +

X

duTi Si dui .

(32)

i
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The vector y (u) is the value of the outputs at the different time steps in
the prediction horizon, while element i of vector du is the value of u at time
step i minus its value at time step i − 1. The constraints depend on the upper
and lower level values of the manipulated variables, as well as the physical
limitations imposed by model assumptions. In this subsection the subscript i is
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used to account for time steps.
3.1.3. MPC design of the cost function
Each MPC has two targets: (i) to provide the correct amount of reactant
gases and (2) to maintain proper membrane protonic conductivity and adequate
conditions for the electrochemical reactions to occur, whilst reducing the rate of
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formation and accumulation of liquid water using the knowledge from observed
water activity spatial profile results. The overall idea of the MPC controller
in this strategy is to efficiently manage the inlet water humidification on both
anode and cathode, taking full advantage of the drag and back diffusion fluxes.
Membrane hydration levels are controlled through the water activity set-
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points. These setpoints are defined using a previous analysis of the polymer
behaviour presented in [46]. This approach is:
• Upon high current levels (> 0.5 A cm-2 ), anode and cathode catalyst layer
water activity setpoints are increased closer to condensation values (0.8.
to 1). Using these values the membrane water content is kept within 14
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to 22.
• During lower current levels (< 0.5 A cm-2 ), anode and cathode catalyst
layer water activity setpoints are set to vapour water region values (0.6.

26

to 0.79). Using these values the membrane water content is kept within 8
to 14.
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The objective of this setpoint selection approach is to avoid condensation
when it is possible to keep the water activity in the vapour region, without
affecting the membrane protonic conductivity at different current levels. Table
3 presents the different elements in the cost function of each MPC controller.
Prediction and control horizons for each MPC are 2 and 0.6 seconds respec-
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tively. Sampling time is 0.2 seconds. The controller tuning method is described
in [48]. Several approaches presented in this reference were tested to guarantee
best performance.
3.2. Design of observers
An MPC requires measured output feedback to ensure convergence towards
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target setpoints. However, some of the chosen outputs are very difficult to
measure, such as internal values of the water activity profile on each side of
the membrane. In order to address this issue, state observers are designed
for both the anode and cathode models to estimate the water activity profile.
As the water activity profile is part of the set of algebraic variables, the first
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step to estimate this profile is to observe the concentration of species on both
the anode and cathode channels (1). After estimating these states, the water
activity profiles are computed using algebraic equations (3) and (11). In this
work only linear observers are designed and implemented. This decision is based
on the desire to keep the control system as simple as possible maintaining the
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main control objectives. Detailed information on observers and the observability
concept can be found in [52].
The mathematical model of the observer designed is

x̃1 = Ax̃1 + Bu + Ke (y − C x̃1 )
= (A − Ke C)x̃1 + Bu + Ke y,
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(33)
(34)

Table 3: Anode and Cathode MPC design
Anode MPC
Var.

Description

ṅA
H

Manipulated variable.

Corresponding weight is 10, which accounts for high

Range

2 ,in

ṅA
H

2 O,in

of

H2

Comments

stoi-

penalisation upon changes from 1.5. Changes are only

chiometry values from

allowed in low temperature conditions to increase an-

1.5 to 2

ode pressure.

Manipulated variable.

Corresponding weight is 0, which indicates no penali-

Range of %RH values

sation upon changes.

from 10 to 85
aA
H2 O,k

Controlled variable

Three segments are considered k = 1, 6 and 10. Restricted from 0.2 to 1 with 0.3 weight value indicating
flexible setpoint

aA
H2 O,avrg

Controlled variable

ṅA
H

Estimated

Restricted from 0.65 to 1 with weight value 1 indicating
high priority to meet setpoint defined by current level

2 ,k

distur-

bance

The complete 10-element profile is consider a known
disturbance as it is computed from the anode observer
results

ṅA
H

2 O,k

Estimated

distur-

bance

The complete 10-element profile is consider a known
disturbance as it is computed from the anode observer
results
Cathode MPC

ṅC
air,in

ṅC
H

2 O,in

Manipulated variable.

Corresponding weight is 10, which accounts for high

Range

stoi-

penalisation upon changes from 2. Changes are only

chiometry values from

allowed in low temperature conditions to increase cath-

2 to 3

ode pressure.

Manipulated variable.

Corresponding weight is 0, which indicates no penali-

Range of %RH values

sation upon changes.

of

O2

from 10 to 85
aC
H

2 O,k

Controlled variable

Three segments are considered k = 1, 6 and 10. Restricted from 0.2 to 1 with 0.3 weight value indicating
flexible setpoint

aC
H

Controlled variable

ṅC
O2 ,k

Estimated

2 O,avrg

Restricted from 0.65 to 1 with weight value 1 indicating
high priority to meet setpoint defined by current level

distur-

bance

The complete 10-element profile is consider a known
disturbance as it is computed from the anode observer
results

ṅC
H2 O,k

Estimated
bance

distur-

The complete 10-element profile is consider a known
disturbance as it is computed from the anode observer
results
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where x̃1 is the estimated state and C x̃ is the estimated output. The inputs
of the observer are the system output y and the system control inputs u (ma565

nipulated variables). The matrix Ke , known as the observer gain matrix, is a
weight matrix for the correction term that involves the difference between the
measured output and the observed output C x̃. This term continually corrects
the observer output improving its behaviour.
Figure 5 shows the performance of both anode and cathode observers. For
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simplicity, only the average water activity is presented. Step changes in voltage,
from 0.65 V to 0.55 V at 0.1 s and from 0.55 V to 0.75 V at 0.3 s, are used to test
observer robustness. Notice that the observer error converges to zero shortly
before 0.1 seconds, which is half the sampling time of the MPC controllers. This
condition is desirable to ensure the observer is faster than the controller and

O,avrg
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Figure 5: Anode (a) and cathode (b) observer outputs vs. corresponding nonlinear fuel cell
model outputs under voltage step changes

A
C
C
It is also necessary to estimate the variables ṅA
H2 ,k , ṅH2 O,k , ṅO2 ,k , ṅN2 ,k

and ṅC
H2 O,k (k = 1..10). The same approach is used for this estimation. Once
the state observation is accomplished, algebraic equations (6-10) are used to
calculate corresponding variables.
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3.3. MPC design variation considering concentration of reactants as targets
The main objective of this control approach is to avoid starvation of reactants
in both anode and cathode catalyst layers. This is achieved by controlling the
concentration of reactants in the outlet end of the gas channels. The control
target is to prevent zero or negative concentration values. Higher levels of
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reaction rate occur towards the gas inlet end of the channels where reactants
partial pressure is higher. Therefore, the last segments along the z-direction are
more vulnerable to starvation. However, starvation could occur anywhere along
the flow direction due to the presence of liquid water or degradation issues,
which makes a spatial control approach the proper to prevent such problems.
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In this study, only concentrations in the last mesh segment (number 10) of
the anode and cathode gas channels are controlled. This target is achieved by
including a constraint in the MPC optimisation process to prevent concentration
variables from reaching zero values. Table 4 shows the variations included in
the previous design of both controllers in order to implement this strategy. The
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same approach could be implemented for the control of the concentrations in
any other segment or various segments along the gas channels.

4. Definition of control strategies
Three different decentralised distributed parameter model predictive control (DPMPC) strategies were implemented considering the steps presented in
600

Section 3. Summary and most relevant features are:
• DPMPC-1: this strategy is focused on the control of observed water
activity profiles along the z-direction of the anode and cathode catalyst
layers, as well as hydrogen and oxygen stoichiometry levels. The MPC controllers have parameter-dependent reference models presented in Section
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3.1.1. Spatial control of observed reactant concentrations is not included.
• DPMPC-2: this strategy is focused on the spatial control of water activity profiles along the z-direction of the anode and cathode catalyst layers,
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Table 4: Anode and Cathode MPC design variation to implement control of gas concentrations
Anode MPC design changes
Var.

Description

ṅA
H

Manipulated variable.

Corresponding weight is 10, which accounts for high pe-

Range of stoichiome-

nalisation upon changes from 1.5. Changes are only al-

try values from 1.5 to

lowed in low temperature conditions to increase anode

2

pressure or to meet hydrogen concentration setpoint

2 ,in

Comments

target towards channel outlet.
cA
H

2 ,10

Controlled variable

Channel outlet hydrogen concentration restricted to
have positive values only

Cathode MPC design changes
ṅC
air,in

Manipulated variable.

Corresponding weight is 10, which accounts for high

Range of stoichiome-

penalisation upon changes from 2. Changes are only

try values from 2 to 3

allowed in low temperature conditions to increase cathode pressure or to meet oxygen concentration setpoint target towards channel outlet.

cC
O

2 ,10

Controlled variable

Channel outlet oxygen concentration restricted to have
positive values only

as well as spatial control of observed reactant concentrations in the last
mesh segment. The MPC controllers have parameter-dependent reference
610

models presented in Section 3.1.1.
• DPMPC-3: this strategy is focused on the spatial control of observed
water activity profiles along the z-direction of the anode and cathode catalyst layers, as well as hydrogen and oxygen stoichiometry levels. The
difference in comparison to DPMPC-1 is the use of classic balance trunca-
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tion to design the reference models of the MPC controllers. Spatial control
of observed reactant concentrations is not included.

5. Simulation results and discussion
The non-linear PEM fuel cell model and the three different control strategies presented in Section 4 are analysed via simulation environment in MATLAB
620

Simulink. Three tests have been designed. The first test focuses on the control of water activity profiles along the z-direction of the anode and cathode
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catalyst layers. The objective of this test is to compare DPMPC-1 to a classic
inlet gas humidification strategy. The second test focuses on the control of the
concentration of reactants along the z-direction of the gas channels. The objec625

tive of this test is to compare DPMPC-1 vs. DPMPC-2. Finally, the third test
aims at comparing the effect of parameter-dependent reference models in the
performance of the overall control strategy. The objective of this test is then to
compare DPMPC-1 vs. DPMPC-3.
5.1. Analysis of DPMPC-1 vs. classic inlet gas humidification control
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This test compares the performance of DPMPC-1 to a traditional currentbased humidification approach that fixes the anode inlet gas relative humidity
to 50%, and the cathode inlet gas relative humidity to 30% for the different
steps in a duty cycle. In this approach humidification increases or decreases
with current according to the fixed stoichiometry. Such approach is the baseline
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humidification control strategy.
Transient-state results. A voltage cycle is designed including three different operating regions to test and analyse the performance of DPMPC-1. Figure 6
shows different results of this test. Figure 6a presents the voltage cycle under analysis. Voltage levels considered range from 0.55 V to 0.75 V, which
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correspond to 43.9% up to 59.9% low hydrogen heating value (LHV) fuel cell
efficiency. A square wave is chosen to assess the control performance upon step
changes. Voltage value is updated every 5 seconds. This time frame is similar to
average time for changes in duty cycles of applications like automotive (WLTP
driving cycle, for example) [53], and allows the evaluation of control conver-
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gence. First operating point corresponds to U = 0.65 V, which is the average
cell operating point (equilibrium point for MPC controllers design). Operating
points U = 0.55 V and U = 0.75 V represent high and low currents respectively.
Cell temperature is assumed to be kept around 70◦ C during the simulation.
Table 5 shows the simulation parameters considered for this study.
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Total cell current is shown in Figure 6b. Figures 6c and 6d indicate the average water activity level on anode and cathode sides of the membrane (aA
H2 O,avrg
32

Table 5: Simulation parameters
Symbol

Description

CA

8.25 x 106 F m−3

CC

8.25 x 106 F m−3

CCSA

8.75.10−7 m2

ef f
DH
2 ,H2 O
ef f
DO
2 ,H2 O
ef f
DO
2 ,N2
ef f
DH
2 O,N2
A

10−6 m2 s

δ

3 x 10−6 m2 s
2 x 10−6 m2 s
2.5 x 10−6 m2 s
0.7x10−3 m

δ

AC

4x10−5 m

δ

C

0.7x10−3 m

δ

GA

0.34x10−3 m

δ

GC

0.34x10−3 m

δ

CC

1.1x10−4 m

δ

M

1.75x10−4 m

ECSA

0.0005 m2

K

A

10−5 m2 s−1 Pa−1

K

C

10−4 m2 s−1 Pa−1

Lx

0.00125 m

Lz

0.4 m

pamb

101325 Pa

and aC
H2 O,avrg ), which are the controlled variables with highest weight in the
optimisation process of each MPC controller. The impact of the proposed control strategy is appreciated in these two figures. Notice how condensation is
655

delayed by DPMPC-1 in comparison to the baseline strategy at time = 10 s, by
focusing on the observed water activity profile instead of maintaining a constant
humidification level. The importance of observing the behaviour of the spatial
profile of water is highlighted in this result.
Figures 6e and 6f show the behaviour of inlet fluxes of water in both anode
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and cathode explaining the difference in the humidification approach. During
the first 10 seconds of the simulation, voltage steps 0.65 V and 0.7 V, both
strategies behave similarly regarding cell performance. However, the baseline
control strategy always inputs a certain amount of water to maintain a humidification level proportional to the current. Therefore, at this voltage levels the
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average water activity can even be less than DPMPC-1 setpoint. This action
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Figure 6: Dynamic results - Voltage Cycle - DPMPC-1 vs. Baseline humidification control
strategy
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seems intuitively correct in the presence of normal to low current levels (around
0.3 A cm-2 ), but it is also very likely that in these conditions local drying in the
anode occurs if back diffusion levels along the z-direction are not sufficient to
compensate water leaving the anode due to the electro-osmotic drag effect.
670

Upon the step voltage 0.55 V at time = 10 s, the cell operates at high
current levels (around 0.7 A cm-2 ). Clearly, the rate of water generation on
the cathode side is very high. In this scenario, DPMPC-1 is able to reduce
the accumulation of liquid water by controlling the average water activity to
take advantage of generated water, and the back diffusion effect, to properly
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humidify both the cathode and the anode. During these 5 seconds at high
current level, the average water activity setpoints are adjusted to account for
major increase in water generation and allow higher membrane humidification
levels (as explained is Section 3.1.3). This high current level scenario represents
the most challenging task in water management. Excess of accumulated liquid
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water in the fuel cell layers reduces access of reactants to the active platinum
reaction sites (ECSA), and consequently decreases the cell performance, in the
worst case causing cell flooding, a major reason of cell failure. Several control
systems consider different approaches for liquid water removal, however, the
majority of these actions cause either a disruption in the power supplied by the

685

cell, increased parasitic losses or reduction of cell efficiency [5]. The strategy
DPMPC-1 reduces the rate of accumulated water in the catalyst layer decreasing
the frequency of removal actions and mitigating cell flooding.
Figures 6e and 6f also show the behaviour of the manipulated variables
during high current levels (time = 10 to 15 s). Both manipulated variables have
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around 5 seconds of settling time. The design parameters of each MPC defined
in Section 3 prove to be adequate in order to ensure stability. The difference
in each approach is clear from these figures. The baseline strategy changes the
rate of inlet water flux on the anode and cathode gas channel inlet according
to the current level, which is again intuitively a correct action as the electro-
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osmotic forces may cause dryness in the anode if not properly humidified. On
the cathode side, this strategy registers the effect of generated water depending
35

on current level. However, the baseline strategy aims to maintain a certain
humidification level of the inlet gases that results in higher amount of inlet water
than necessary leading to condensation on both sides of the membrane. Under
700

low ambient temperature conditions, a traditional current-based humidification
approach could increase the chances of local or total flooding, particularly on
the anode side.
Notice how DPMPC-1 control action is able to maintain the average water
activity level under 1 (Figures 6c and 6d), indicating less liquid water formation
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and reducing the number of reaction sites affected by liquid water blockage.
Following the high current level scenario (beyond 15 s), the impact of DPMCP-1
on the performance of the fuel cell is clearly appreciated (Figure 6b). Decreased
current levels due to the presence of liquid water are shown. At this point, most
control strategies would trigger a liquid water removal action, like a blowdown
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or a purge to regain cell performance. Some of these strategies are triggered
more or less frequently depending on the amount of current drawn from the cell
[54].
Steady-state results. The behaviour of controlled variables with less weight in
C
C
C
A
A
the optimisation process (aA
H2 O,1 , aH2 O,6 , aH2 O,10 , and aH2 O,1 , aH2 O,6 , aH2 O,10 )
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is appreciated in Figure 7. Figures 7a and 7b show-steady state values of the
entire water activity spatial profile for both anode and cathode upon high current scenarios (time = 14 s). Liquid water formation is prevented in the anode
and considerably decreased in the cathode with DPMPC-1. Condensation is
observed at the gas outlet end of the z-direction where it is more challenging to
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control, as the partial pressure of water tends to be higher due to less reactants
concentrations.
In the presence of high current densities, sometimes it is also possible to see
anode local drying due to increased electro-osmotic drag [5, 55]. The possibilities
of this scenario are reduced by DPMPC-1 as it aims to maintain a healthy water

725

activity level at the inlet throughout the duty cycle. This preventive behaviour
decreases the possibility of membrane drying and its degradation consequences.

36

Figures 7c and 7d correspond to water activity steady state results at low
current levels along the z-direction (time = 9 s) for anode and cathode respectively. Notice how the anode water activity shows a tendency towards dryness
730

in the first part of the catalyst layer. This condition occurs because current density is typically higher at channel inlet [56, 57], due to higher reactant partial
pressure that results in larger electro-osmotic drag from the anode. Conversely,
towards the end of the channel hydrogen partial pressure decreases and there
is increased back diffusion of the water that has built up on the cathode. This

735

impact is reduced by DPMPC-1 as it aims to maintain a healthier water activity level at the inlet, reducing the possibility of membrane drying and its
degradation consequences.
Finally, Figures 7e and 7f show the membrane hydration levels for both high
and low current densities scenarios (t = 14 s and t = 9 s respectively). It can be

740

seen how the baseline humidification control approach keeps the membrane fully
hydrated at high current density scenarios due the increased rate of liquid water
production. However, during periods of low current densities, unless the fuel
cell has been running at higher current densities to generate a certain amount
of water, membrane behaviour towards dryness is observed.

745

Overall, the approach DPMPC-1 has low computational complexity, i.e. 30%
CPU capacity in a 2.7 GHz Intel Core i5 processor, which allows for very fast
simulation times. It is expected that this approach implemented in a device
with high computational capabilities, such as a vehicle electronic control unit
(ECU), will have very high performance.

750

5.2. Analysis of DPMPC-1 vs. DPMPC-2
In the previous section, water activity spatial profiles on both anode and
cathode sides of the membrane were controlled to reduce the accumulation of
liquid water on the catalyst layers (DPMPC-1). The hydrogen and oxygen
stoichiometries were fixed to 1.5 and 3 respectively. This strategy was achieved

755

by restricting the inlet H2 and O2 manipulated variables in each MPC to supply
only this amount of reactants in proportion to current demanded. In this section,
37
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new spatial control targets are considered in order to exploit the benefits of
decentralised distributed parameter control (DPMPC-2). The details of the
design for this strategy are presented in Section 3.3.
760

Figure 8 shows steady-state results of the hydrogen and oxygen concentration
profiles along the z-direction for DPMPC-1 vs. DPMPC-2 under the operating
point U = 0.55 V. The results not only confirm the preventive effect of the
control actions on the gas concentrations in the last segment of the channel,
but also demonstrate the overall impact of the strategy along the concentration
spatial profiles.
36
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5.3. Analysis of DPMPC-1 vs. DPMPC-3
Changes in voltage and temperature are the most important external disturbances to the controlled PEM fuel cell under study. A test is designed to
specifically assess the robustness of the proposed control strategies DPMPC770

1 vs. DPMCP-3 under different temperature conditions. Figure 9 shows the
results of the two versions of DPMPC under a temperature cycle (Figure 9a).
Temperature is a key variable to demonstrate control robustness, as the linear
reference models depend on a fix equilibrium point (70◦ C) when created (Section 3). However, DPMPC-1 considers the deviation of temperature from the
39
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original equilibrium point as a measured disturbance. DPMPC-3 does not hold
this characteristic in order to make it a much faster controller. This advantage
allows the reference models in DPMPC-1 to remain accurate under different
temperature conditions. This figure clearly shows the better performance of
DPMPC-1 for temperature fluctuations.
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Temperature has a clear impact on pressure, affecting both current (Figure
9b) and the water activity profile. Model inaccuracies of DPMPC-3 are observed
during this temperature cycle. The changes in pressure appreciated through
temperature changes are not understood by the corresponding reference models
in DPMPC-3. The control strategy is not able to achieve the average water
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activity target for both MPC controllers, although it manages to take actions to
delay liquid water formation as much as possible (Figures 9c and 9d). DPMPC1 on the other hand is able to achieve the target in water activity during the
simulation time except for 5 seconds where the temperature increases up to
80◦ C and there is a certain offset in the anode average water activity setpoint.
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In this case back diffusion is not enough to maintain the desired target and
there should be higher control effort from the manipulated variables according
to the temperature level. This is one of the most challenging scenarios for water
management.
Notice that under extreme external operating conditions (ambient tempera-
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ture, ambient relative humidity) or extreme duty cycles, inlet gas humidification
control strategies, as well as thermal management strategies, might struggle to
meet desired control setpoints. This situation will require the action of a master
fuel cell system control in order to bring the different variables of the fuel cell
back to acceptable operating conditions.
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Steady-state results during increased temperature operating conditions (t =
9 s) and decreased temperature conditions (t = 19 s) are analysed in Figures 9e
and 9f. The advantage of DPMPC-1 over DPMPC-3 is clear. Figure 9e indicates
that DPMPC-3 is not able to cope with a positive deviation of temperature
levels from the equilibrium point used in corresponding reference models design.
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Tendency to dryness in the membrane is noticed. The opposite situation occurs
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upon temperature decrease. Negative deviations from the equilibrium point
result in excess liquid water formation keeping the membrane under high water

41

content levels along the z-direction.

6. Conclusions and on-going extended work
810

A novel decentralised distributed parameter model predictive control strategy has been designed, implemented and analysed in this work via simulation
environment. The control targets focus on supplying the required humidified
inlet gas flow whilst reducing the rate of accumulation of liquid water on the
catalyst and other backing layers, as well as preventing local drying on the
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membrane or catalyst layers of the anode and cathode. Spatial control of the
concentration of gases is also considered to avoid reactant starvation. The main
features of this strategy are:
(1) The use of two separate model predictive controllers (MPC) based on orderreduced models of the anode and cathode to maintain the water activity on
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both sides of the membrane at appropriate levels, in order to avoid local
excess of liquid water or drying. This decentralised condition allows for
simpler and faster controllers given the decreased complexity of the reference
model in each controller.
(2) The use of distributed parameter models as reference models within the
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MPC controllers. This allows consideration of water activity and reactants
concentration spatial profiles along the z-direction, which are the control
targets of this work.
(3) The use of parameter-dependent order-reduced reference models. This allows for more accurate reference models that can adapt to disturbances,
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increasing the overall control strategy robustness whilst maintaining the
simplicity of linear reference models.
(4) The use of observers to estimate the spatial profiles of the different variables of interest and feed these profiles to the MPC controllers. This task
is very important for future experimental work since the inclusion of sen-
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sors to obtain spatial profiles measures would increase the complexity and

42

cost of both the system and the controller. Currently, observer design techniques are quite attractive in the analysis of sensorless applications with
cost reduction purposes.
Results show an important improvement in cell performance due to reduced
840

liquid water formation rates. The MPC controllers manage to take advantage
of the water transport processes within the PEM fuel cell, namely, water generation on the cathode side, electro-osmotic drag due to proton flux through
the membrane and back diffusion caused by gradients in water concentration.
This feature allows for efficient use of external humidification variables. In ad-
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dition, proper setpoints chosen to control water activity levels on both anode
and cathode catalyst layers result in appropriate membrane humidification levels. Overall, the strategy decreases the loss of performance due to liquid water
coverage, as well as the chances for starvation of reactants. The key objective of this approach is to decrease the frequency of water removal actions that
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cause disruption in the power supplied by the cell, increased parasitic losses and
reduction of cell efficiency.
Currently, other possibilities of water activity diagnosis in the fuel cell and
different control techniques for the decentralised scheme, as well as a centralised
variation, are active tasks in this framework. Future work also includes ex-

855

perimental testing of this concept in order to evolve the approach to higher
technology readiness levels.
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